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How to start your own Precarious 
Workers Football Club

Find at least 11 people they can be 

friends, family or work colleagues but 

even better people you may not already 

know.

Dedicate at least one day per week to 

train ater the training over drinks dis‐

cuss the ideas of the socialist thinkers 

contained in the annual and your own 

ideas of how a better society would look 

and feel like.

You will come up across many obstacles 

in your discussions and in your life that 

will make the training difficult.

Ater several months of practice and dis‐

cussion you will have cultivated your 

own organic style of playing, discussion 

and points of view.

You will now be ready to play other 

teams.

You can enroll in a league.

Ater your matches with opposing teams 

ask them to socialize with your team by 

going for post-match drinks.

In these post-match discussions, you 

may encounter arguments relating to 

your point of view or the views of con‐

tained by many socialist thinkers. his is 

OK. his is to be expected.

Ater a season or multiple seasons of 

matches and discussions you may have 

teams who you have built up a rapport 

with. You at this point could consider 

starting your own league and recruit new 

teams.

he new leagues or teams can be created 

around the workplace or the non-work‐

place.

Each new team can create their own style 

of jersey and social style.
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Gramsci : "changing socio-economic 

circumstances do not of themselves 'pro‐

duce' political changes. hey only set the 

conditions in which such changes be‐

come possible. What is crucial, in bring‐

ing about these changes, are the 'rela‐

tions of force' obtaining at the political 

level, the degree of political organization 

and combativity of the opposing forces, 

the strength of the political alliances 

which they manage to bind together and 

their level of political consciousness, of 

preparation of the struggle on the ideo‐

logical terrain. It is in the context of this 

discussion that two central concepts de‐

velop: 'hegemony' and 'historical bloc

he rea l izat ion of a hegemonic 

apparatus, in so far as it creates a new 

ideological terrain, determines a reform 

of consciousness and of methods of 

knowledge.

In other words, one could say that ide‐

ologies for the governed are mere illu‐

sions, a deception to which they are sub‐

ject, while for the governing they consti‐

tute a willed and a knowing deception. 

For the philosophy of praxis, ideologies 

are anything but arbitrary; they are real 

historical facts which must be combatted 

and their nature as instruments of domi‐

nation revealed, not for reasons of 

morality etc., but for reasons of political 

struggle: in order to make the governed 

intellectually independent of the govern‐

ing, in order to destroy one hegemony 

and create another, as a necessary mo‐

ment in the revolutionizing of praxis."

"Why do the great majority of individu‐

als perform only certain actions? Be‐

cause they have no social goal other than 

the preservation of their own physiologi‐

cal and moral integrity. It therefore 

comes about that they adapt to circum‐

stances and mechanically repeat certain 

gestures which, through their own expe‐

rience or through the education they 

have received (the outcome of others' ex‐

perience), have proved themselves to be 

suitable for attaining the desired goal: 

survival. his similarity in the activity of 

the majority induces a similarity in its ef‐

fects, so giving a certain structure to eco‐

nomic activity: there arises the concept 

of law. Only the pursuit of a higher goal 

can destroy this adaptation to the envi‐

ronment. If the human goal is no longer 

mere survival, but a particular standard 

of survival, then greater efforts are ex‐

pended and, depending on the dissemi‐

nation of the higher human goal, the en‐

vironment is successfully transformed 

and new hierarchies are established. 

hese hierarchies are different from 

those which currently exist to regulate 

the relations between individuals and the 

state, and gradually come to replace 

them on a permanent basis as the higher 

human goal is more and more generally 

attained"

ANTONIO GRAMSCI

Reading List

How to Play Soccer: A Beginner's Guide 

to Learning Soccer Rules and Regula‐

tions

Getting the Hang of Important Practice 

Drills, and Playing Soccer Like a Pro Pa‐

perback - May 8, 2015

by Matthew Price

Selections from the Prison Notebooks

by Antonio Gramsci, Geoffrey N. Smith 

(Translator), Quintin Hoare

he Antonio Gramsci Reader: Selected 

Writings 1916-1935

by Antonio Gramsci, David Forgacs (Ed‐

itor), Eric Hobsbawm

Prison Notebooks, Volume 1

by Antonio Gramsci, Joseph A. Buttigieg 

(Editor)

Prison Notebooks, Volume 2: 1930-1932

by Antonio Gramsci, Joseph A. Buttigieg 

(Editor)

Prison Notebooks, Vol 3

by Antonio Gramsci, Joseph A. Buttigieg 

(Translator)

Doctor Socrates: Footballer, Philosopher, 

Legend by Andrew Downie

he Suffragette: he History of the 

Women's Militant Suffrage Movement

by Estelle Sylvia Pankhurst, Emmeline 

Pankhurst

he Suffragette Movement: An Intimate 

Account of Persons and Ideals

by Estelle Sylvia Pankhurst

A Sylvia Pankhurst Reader

by Estelle Sylvia Pankhurst, Kathryn 

Dodd

he Principle of Hope, Volume 1 - 3

By Ernst Bloch

Translated by Neville Plaice, Stephen 

Plaice and Paul Knight
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"News of the Women's cry for freedom 

came to us from North, South, East and 

West, and we felt ourselves part of a Uni‐

versal movement. We were keyed up to 

any sacriice. We felt that the fate of oth‐

er women depended upon us. We knew 

that our battle to overcome the irst and 

greatest barrier-to obtain political 

liberty-was to be a sharp one. We hoped 

it would be short. We heard that on June 

14th, but a month before our women 

had gone to prison, the women of Fin‐

land had gained their vote. We believed 

then that the franchise would be won for 

British women within a few months' 

time."

Excerpt From: Estelle Sylvia Pankhurst. 

"he Suffragette / he History of the 

Women's Militant Suffrage Movement 

1905-1910."

Sylvia Pankhurst

artist, suffragette, paciist, communist 

and anti-colonialist combined art, life 

and politics into a total work.

"Window-breaking, when Englishmen 

do it, is regarded as honest expression of 

political opinion. Window-breaking, 

when Englishwomen do it, is treated as a 

crime."

"here is something that Governments 

care for far more than human life, and 

that is the security of property, and so it 

is through property that we shall strike 

the enemy. Be militant each in your own 

way. I incite this meeting to rebellion."

"Mrs. Pankhurst spoke for the Women's 

Social and Political Union, the militant 

organisation of which most of the others 

were half afraid. She urged on its behalf 

that the women of the country should be 

enfranchised during that very year, ei‐

ther by a clause in the Plural Voting Bill 

then before Parliament, or by a separate 

measure. Assuring the Prime Minister 

that the members of the Union believed 

that no business could be more pressing 

than this, she stated calmly and irmly 

that a growing number of them felt the 

question of Votes for Women so deeply 

that they were prepared, if necessary, to 

sacriice for it life itself, or what was per‐

haps even harder, the means by which 

they lived".
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he Corinthians' Democracy (Por‐

tuguese: Democracia Corinthiana)

Was a soccer club and poltical move‐

ment founded by Dr. Socrates and 

Wladimir Rodrigues dos Santos

he movement was instrumental in the 

ight for democracy against the military 

dictatorship which had ruled in Brazil 

for decades up until the mid-eighties. 

he players took the ownership of the 

club into the own hands and they de‐

manded the same democracy for their 

own country and abroad. With radical 

socialist principles twinned with democ‐

ratic values the movement create a 

groundswell of popular support from the 

people of Brazil. Socrates would adorn 

head bands with text poetically in-

scribed with the movements ideals such 

as "Need Justice". Other works included 

the "Vote on the 15th" printed on the 

back of the club shirt in black and white. 

Corinthians Democracy redeined what 

sport, art and democracy could look and 

feel like.

Dr. Socrates

"It's a technical decision rather than just 

for effect. I'm tall and, if I make sudden 

turns, I lose momentum, so I use my 

heel. I started doing it as a boy, and now 

I have more conidence using my heel 

than my let foot."
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